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The Realm Award Winner for Young Adult Fiction, 2016"With the combination of action, humor,

suspense, romance and even a bit of horror, the Nyssa Glass series is a page-turner that has

something for everyone and not just for its YA readers. "Lit Amri for Readers' FavoriteAvailable for

the first time in a single volume, all five Nyssa Glass Adventures.Nyssa Glass is a reformed cat

burglar turned electrician's apprentice, settled into a life repairing videophones and radio-sets.

However, when her past comes calling, she finds herself on the run for a murder she did not

commit. As her quiet life goes up in sparks, she must face killer robots, menacing villains, and

sarcastic computers in a race for survival. Nyssa has her hands full just trying to stay one step

ahead of the police, but she still has time for adventure, humor, and even a taste of romance.
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As the title states: This is the complete set of 5 Nyssa Glass books: Nyssa Glass and the House of

Mirrors; and Juliet Dilemma; and the Cutpurse Kid; Clockwork Christmas; and the Electric



Heart.Each of the books ends at a logical point, with the current challenges resolved--and strings

left dangling for a sequel (less so the last book. The last book completes the series, but I'm sure the

author could go back to this world and do more Nyssa Glass adventures).These are steam-punky

adventures, with Nyssa a formerly criminal child gone straight, but whose past can't let go of her.

She wins through pluck, courage, and creativity (and of course, her mechanical skills).HL Burke

creates sympathetic characters, and moves the plots along handily.Highly recommended!

Wishing I could give this YA series MUCH MORE than five stars, LOOOOOVED Nyssa Glass!! My

favorite part of the story was the end of first book, the House of Mirrors, but every story in this

collection is filled with family, faith, romance, and Nyssa's brilliant sarcastic wit :) I laughed, I cried

and truly loved Nyssa and her crazy adventures! Fell totally in love with Ellis (for Nyssa), a true hero

and gentleman in every way. Nyssa Glass is such a great character, loved everything about her

from her clever sarcasm to her incredible heart."She tried to find comfort in prayer, but failed. It

would've been easier had she been jailed for something she'd actually done. It wasn't as if there

weren't enough crimes in her past to merit incarceration, pardoned or not, but to finally be free of

that life and then dragged back in, based on the foolishness of others.....that was ridiculously unfair.

Especially now that she had Ellis."Favorite characters were Mr. Calloway and Mrs. H. They truly

were an enhancement to the story, even though Calloway is only in the plot briefly, his loving

memory lives on throughout.Can't recommend this YA series enough, one of the best YA I've ever

read and completely enjoyed :)

I got drawn into this book set by a sample story about Nyssa. The price was right, so I thought "Why

not?"I am SOOOOOOOOO glad I did. I LOVE these stories. I wish I was Nyssa. She is such an

awesome character. I adore Ellis and Hart too. They are great heroes. The stories are rich in

adventure and fun characters. If you are even a small fan of streampunk, you have GOT to read

these stories. You won't be disappointed about your purchase.I'll be looking for more books by H.L.

Burke. Yep, yep, yep. Love her work!

I had bounced around a bit when first reading this 5 book series and had an even better time of it

absorbing the entire collection in order. From the captivating characters, well-crafted story lines to

the playful dialogue it still remains one of my favorite series to date. Excellent books for both young

and young-at-heart and I thoroughly recommend!



My first time reading this author as well as this genre. Burke's intro to steampunk was kind and

gentle. I never got lost or felt like an outsider. Good story lines and characters. Some threads

moved pretty slowly and tested my patience, however I never lost interest. I look forward to further

adventures.

Lovely,,,ahhhhh,. Romantic,. Touching, heartbreaking,exciting and suspenseful. Everything you

could ask for in a good book without being trashy or vulgar.

Ultimate Nyssa Glass: The Complete Series by H. L. Burke is delightful. Beautifully written with just

enough steampunk elements to hold the atmosphere, Nyssa Glass is a terrifically written

protagonist: competent, courageous, resourceful and loyal. Someone any girl would do well to

emulate. Each story is a rousing adventure!

A gripping steampunk love story. The author has done a great job of developing the characters, the

steampunk environs are well developed without being overwhelming. Very good writing.
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